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5. 

What worries you enough to cause a loss of sleep?15 responses 
Study 
How to raise my children well, the world climate (culturally and literally) 
Problems in the family 
Failure, the idea of failing exams or turning out to be behind everyone else i know 
I could die soon. 
School 
Nothing 
Career 



climate change, isolation from people, capitalism’s total inability to address our current world’s issues 
which drives us closer and closer to total destruction and death 
that’s a pretty personal question, don’t you think? my economy, my life, past traumas, what about 
yourself? 
Work, money, family issues. 
Work 
Global warming 
Personal problems 
My job my family and my mental Health 
 

 

6. 

If you live in Copenhagen, what is a recurring concern you have 
about living a life in Copenhagen?11 responses 
None that is specific to Copenhagen 
The pollution 
Really i love Copenhagen, its a nice city with wonderful people and comes with lots of room for 
everyone. 
I wouldn't say that I am worried about living in Copenhagen since Denmark is a safe place to live in, 
but the downside may be that it is an expensive place 
I live in Aarhus 
how the city promotes itself as a green city yet it’s still full of environmentally harmful cars and 
electric scooters and it’s heavily reliant on import from 3rd world countries and cheap labor for 
immigrants. Copenhagen is not a model for sustainable future cities and it sucks they want to be seen 
as one 
winter is coming 
High prices for homes. Both renting and buying one 
Transport expenses 
Traffic, weather, etc... 
I like it here 
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8. 

What makes these three spaces your favorite?14 responses 
The architecture/people 
Calm atmosphere despite the amount of people 
The water the trees and the architecture 
ITC place ring and shopping 
They're just really nice places i pass by when i take public transportation to and from university. The 
places offer a great real of cafés so i can get some rest when i feel like getting away from my 
studying. 
it's nice places and for example "strøget" has a lot of great shops if you like to shop, but also great 
restaurants and "Nyhavn" is just a really great place very colorful. 
makes me think of the old days when actual people lived in the city 
Christiania, the youth house, Nørrebro (the parks, the red square, folkets hus, nørrebro in general) as 
real, born and breed copenhagener, none of the above have any interest, its tourist places, no cph'er 
have ever gone to the town hall square "just cause its such a lovely place", didn’t even know there was 
a "ridebane" at Christiansburg? 
There are lots of people there. Its filled with many stores nearby and have a nice atmosphere 
Shopping, architecture, atmosphere 
It’s cozy and beautiful 
On strøget there are no cars 
Its nice seeing people from all around the world in one place 
Freedom 
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12. 

What type of activity would you enjoy on the waterfront?14 responses 
Dolphins 
Cafes 
If there's acess for coffee i would very much appreciate it to find some nice time to relax and find 
yourself. 
Photography. Places to sit, lawns 
Walking around? 
Picnic 
smoke a fat joint 
to the above questions (btw. who made these questions? they make absolutely no sense) how often 
you use the bridges, it obviously depends on where I`m going, same goes for directions, where are you 
going? if it makes sense to use a street name, i will use it, but if its next to something, of course you’d 
say "it’s right beside the round tower, you can’t miss it" what do you want in a public place? what is it 
for?! and can we have a mix maybe, so it’s not ONLY food, or whatever? plants, what kind of plants are 
you talking about? a grass lawn or something more interesting? furniture’s? what and where? are you 
going to overbuilt everything, with ugly "design" furniture, or actually do something harmonic, and that 
makes sense? shading?! for how long have you been in dk? it’s cold as balls here, and if the sun 
shines just a little the Danish people flock to the few places with sunlight! wind shading could be an 
idea, the other thing is just Ludacris thought by someone who have maybe experienced one or two 
very lucky summers, and therefore have absolutely no clue what they’re talking about. i would like 
more places like bryggen or droning Louises bro, where it’s not so f... fancy everywhere, and you need 
to spend way to much money on some fancy food from a hyped hipster shop on wheels. i would like a 
chilled place, where you can go to the nearby kiosk and buy a beer, coffee or ice-cream, for normal 
prices for normal people, who don’t give a shit about image, who dont care about "a flat white on soy-
milk" but who's ok with filter coffee for 12,- (look at the moon fisher, they get the point) 
Relaxing while eating something good 
Swimming Eating Springs 
 

Conclusion: 



There is different opinion regarding all the questions, but this was what we wandered for. 
As it was a very good tool to understand the Copenhagen citizen more in deep. In regard to 
the space’s usage, the most popular once are shown below: 

 

           The most popular                     Average                                       Less 

In addition, some more data have been considered: 

- People like waterfront spaces rather than the other types. Location of the bridge is close to 
three of the most popular public spaces that people prefer to go and stay. 

- Plant, shops, foods, furniture and Shading are what people would like to have on the bridge. 

- Copenhagen is considered as a green city and 30% of people use bridges. 

- More people prefer to use land mark for giving direction rather than Street names. 

- People like to swim, relax, eat and walk on the waterfront. 

- There are several reasons, which make people to avoid using bridges. These reasons are 
mixed pedestrian and bicycles, too many of an upward slope, inadequate lighting, unsafe railings, 
overcrowding and tourists, too much trash, too noisy area, storms and traffic as well. 

 

 

 


